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International Talent Support Marks 20th
Anniversary in September With Olivier Saillard
Exhibit

By Rahul Kumar  On Mar 17, 2022

MILAN — This year marks a milestone anniversary for the International Talent Support
contest, also known as ITS, which is turning 20 and Bnally gearing up to unveil ITS
Arcademy, a multipurpose space founder Barbara Franchin had envisioned already pre-
pandemic.

The competition’s award ceremony will take place in Trieste, Italy, on Sept. 9 and 10.

Returning to the IRL format forwent over the past two years due to the point pandemic, the
talent search is opening applications Thursday until May 8. Fashion and design creatives
are asked to submit their collections based on the “Ark of Creativity” theme, nodding to the
many designers spotlighted by ITS over the years.

ITS prides itself on having supported talents spanning from Demna, currently creative
director of Balenciaga; Matthieu Blazy, the freshly installed Bottega Veneta creative
director, as well as London darling Richard Quinn and Iceberg’s James Long, among
others.

“For 20 years, the ark of ITS has been navigating the seas of creativity recovering
extraordinary projects from the waters, resisting with all its might the forces of decay,”
Franchin said. “The body of works is precious because it represents our legacy for the
future: pure creative seeds ready to germinate, bringing the magic of this heritage to new
generations, through knowledge and inspiration.”

This year’s winners are expected to be unveiled in July ahead of the award ceremony. They
will be rewarded with funds and mentorship programs offered by ITS’ longtime partners
the OTB Group, Pitti Immagine, Swatch and Lotto, as well as eyewear giant Luxottica,
which is joining the roster of sponsors this year for the Brst time.

The September ceremony will also mark the unveiling of ITS Arcademy, a space built on
the extensive archives the talent search has amassed over 20 years and which include
14,000-plus portfolios, more than 1,000 fashion pieces and dozens of accessories and
jewels. In addition to the exhibiting spaces, ITS Arcademy will host workshops,
educational and training activities involving former Bnalists, winners and jurors.

The sprawling headquarters covering 7,000 square feet were originally supposed to be
unveiled in 2020, before the pandemic scuppered the plans.

Celebrating the milestone, Franchin called on famed French fashion historian Olivier
Saillard to curate the seminal exhibition, titled “La Prima Mostra,” or “The First Exhibition”
in English, based on the talent search’s archives.

Saillard touted Franchin’s and her team’s curatorial approach to holding an archive for two
decades, which “will testify to the future the enormous vitality of contemporary creativity in
fashion. It is our responsibility to stage it, to present it with respect for the talent of each
creator.”

He said the exhibit will be centered on “an introspective journey that invites each of us to
the precious discovery of each of the authors,” marking a different approach for him
compared to previous shows he has curated on the established couturiers and creators of
the 20th and 21st centuries.
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Tove Moves Into Denim
By Rahul Kumar  On Sep 19, 2022

Tove is one in a grouping of newer brands, LVIR and Loulou Studio among them, making
the “stealth-wealth” dressing concept easier for all to replicate.

Camille Perry and Holly Wright, the former heads of Topshop, launched the brand in 2019
with the goal of establishing a set of wardrobe building blocks with just the right point of
difference to prevent customers from growing weary. They seem to have succeeded —
take their ruched tie-front maxidress, which was spotted so frequently during the spring
and summer months it should be known as “that” Tove dress.

But they were missing the block that is arguably the most foundational: denim. They are
now Bxing that with a collection of four jeans and a re-cut version of their drop-shouldered
James shirt, available now.

“Denim is such an integral part of every woman’s day-to-day wardrobe and being able to
pair back our separates with jeans is the way we instinctively wanted to wear the
collection,” Perry said. Wright added, “It feels like the pursuit of the perfect Bt with denim
as a lifetime endeavor.” 

The Tove
denim

collection.

The launch, which comes on the heels of Tove’s decision to pivot away from its London
Fashion Week presentation, is timely. With the Y2K craze for low-rise, bum-huggers fading
out, the jeanswear market is shifting toward tailored, pant-like styles similar to the ones
the designers are offering. 

“We wanted to focus on a smaller number of silhouettes, but ones that felt versatile and
responded to every season and occasion,” Wright said.

Her favorite, the Sophie jeans, are biodegradable and cut straight through the leg for a
relaxed look that “doesn’t feel overtly masculine,” while the slimmer Marlo comes in both
mid-tone blue and deep indigo and has added stretch for comfort.  

The designers view style as tantamount to sustainability. In addition to sourcing recycled
cotton, they partnered with an Italian manufacturer on a special ozone dyeing process that
uses Bve liters of water to produce a single pair compared to the average 10,000 liters. 

“Every detail has been reBned and the process challenged,” said Perry, noting how the label
on each waistband is plant-based and made from corn rather than leather. “We believe
these will be true signatures with longevity.”

Tove denim ranges in price from $345 to $465 and is available on the brand’s e-commerce
and at select international stockists.

The Tove denim collection.

The Tove denim collection.
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The Princess of Wales Pays Her Respects With
Sentimental Pearls at the Queen’s State Funeral

By Rahul Kumar  On Sep 19, 2022

The royal family chooses when to make fashion a part of the agenda, and when to remove
it from the conversation. The Queen’s state funeral on September 19 was one such
occasion that was about thoughtful clothing that served a purpose, rather than talking-
point fashion. The Princess of Wales read the moment perfectly, picking a look that was
the picture of discretion, accessorized with jewelry that spoke myriad words in its
symbolism. It was smart, respectful, and resolutely not about her.

Blending into the sea of black, it was Kate’s job to play supporting act to William, the newly
announced Prince of Wales, who is now Brst in line to the throne. But make no mistake,
everything from the modest cut of Kate’s coat to the height of her heels (commanding
without being frivolous) was considered. Even the Princess’s signature blow-dry was
swept back into a low side bun barely visible beneath her veiled headpiece. This was not a
day for showiness or gloss.

Kate with Prince George and Princess Charlotte at the state funeral of the Queen in
Westminster Abbey.

Photo: Getty Images
The real sentiment came via her jewelry, picked for its reverence during a Westminster
Abbey ceremony watched by millions. Kate nodded to the late monarch once again with
pearls, traditionally worn by royals in mourning because of their quiet, natural elegance.
She chose the Queen’s Bahrain pearl drop earrings, crafted from a cache of seven pearls
that the then Princess Elizabeth received from Hakim of Bahrain on her wedding day in
1947. The four-strand pearl and diamond choker that Kate previously wore to the Queen
and Prince Philip’s diamond wedding anniversary in 2017 and the funeral of the Duke of
Edinburgh in April 2021 delivered yet more history—the Queen commissioned Garrard to
create the unusual clasped charm using pearls gifted to her by the Japanese government
in the ’70s. In 1982, she loaned it to Princess Diana to wear during a banquet feting Queen
Beatrix of the Netherlands at Hampton Court Palace.
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Ralph Lauren Sees Faster Growth on Pricing, New
Customers

By Rahul Kumar  On Sep 19, 2022

Ralph Lauren Corp. is targeting sales growth over the next three years that’s faster than
Wall Street’s estimates, with the fashion brand aiming to pick up new customers and
continuing to raise prices.

The New York-based apparel company is targeting revenue growth in the mid-to-high
single digits in each of the next three Bscal years, including the current one, according to a
statement published Monday ahead of a presentation to investors. The new outlook, which
excludes currency-related ouctuations, covers the Bscal years that run through the Brst
three months of 2025.

“This company is now poised to accelerate growth and value creation, and we have the
momentum to prove it,” Chief Executive Opcer Patrice Louvet said in an interview. Canada
and the US in particular represent a growth opportunity that investors may be
underestimating, he added.

The shares were up 0.6 percent to $94.08 at 9:37 a.m. in New York. The stock was down
21 percent this year through Sept. 16, compared with 19percent for the S&P 500 Index.

Ralph Lauren’s strategy builds on the company’s work in recent years to close
unproductive stores while cutting back on promotions and offering pricier items. If
achieved, high-single-digit sales growth would outpace the average of estimates compiled
by Bloomberg, which show analysts expecting expansion of 1.6 percent in the current
Bscal year and about 4.5 percent in the following two periods.

Fewer Discounts

Ralph Lauren is targeting average price increases for it merchandise in the mid-single-digit
range over the next several years, Louvet said. The Bgure, known as average unit retail, has
climbed 64 percent since the company’s last investor day in 2018, he added. The company
has achieved this, in part, by decreasing its reliance on discounts in department
stores. Ralph Lauren now sells nearly two thirds of its products via its own stores and
websites.

Those higher average prices have helped to boost sales and attract more aquent
customers that are willing pay higher prices — a trend retailers refer to as “elevating the
brand.” Ralph Lauren won’t tarnish its renewed cache by resorting to heavy discounting
this holiday season like it has in past years, Louvet said.

Still, he anticipates major promotions at the end of the year from retailers that are trying to
regain lost market share — or whittle down excess merchandise that has built up because
of supply-chain snafus.

“We want to be a lifestyle luxury company,” he said. “We won’t be oblivious to the
environment we operate in, but we will not resort to aggressive promotional activity to
drive our business.”

Ralph Lauren will continue to cultivate younger customers, who Louvet credits with helping
to push online sales to 26 percent of revenue. He expects that Bgure to reach about
33percent in the next several years.

The company is also betting on growth in women’s merchandise in the long term and
ultimately aims to have the category represent half of sales — up from around 30 percent
now. Louvet said he wants to seize on the fact that more than half of the customers who
come into Ralph Lauren stores are women, but they are often shopping for male friends
and family.

Operating Margin

Ralph Lauren is targeting operating margin of at least 15percent by Bscal 2025. That’s
higher than Wall Street’s expectations: Analysts surveyed by Bloomberg see the gauge
coming in at 12.3 percent this year and rising to 12.9 percent in Bscal 2025.

The company, which reiterated its earlier Bscal 2023 guidance from August, is planning to
spend about 4 percent to 5percent of revenue on capital expenditures annually during the
three-year span. Ralph Lauren aims to open several hundred more stores in the next three
years, mainly in China, South Korea and Japan, Louvet said.

In the US, the company has space to expand in California and the West Coast, he
said. Ralph Lauren plans to open 15 to 20 more stores in the US through the beginning of
2025.

The company will return about $2 billion to shareholders over the period via dividends and
share repurchases.

Learn more:

At Ralph Lauren, ‘the Brand Elevation Never Stops’

The brand’s Crst in-person show since 2019 hammered home the company’s big idea: that
you don’t have to sacriCce prestige, even when you’re selling to the masses.
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Erdem Spring 2023
By Rahul Kumar  On Sep 19, 2022

Erdem Moralıoğlu’s collection for spring was one of his prettiest and dreamiest yet, born of
his love of all things historical, his appreciation for the art of dressmaking and the
formidable Bnesse of his London-based house.

Instead of his usual narrative exalting stylish cultural Bgures of yore, the designer hooked
up with restoration experts at some of London’s most important art institutions: The
British Museum, Tate, the V&A and the National Gallery. He and his design team marveled
at the complex tulle structure needed to revive an 18th-century embroidered gown, and the
science and patience required to bring back to life a 15th-century oil painting.

Consequently, his spring show hop-scotched across centuries and decades, touching on
Belle Époque extravagance, the New Look, the Roaring ’20s and more.

Indeed, Moralıoğlu was so taken with the entire restoration ecosystem that he even
referenced the dust covers employed to protect rare objects; topping many of his dresses
with a ghostly layer of sheer, outtering fabric.

Some models were in full veil, giving off bridal airs in white; funereal in black, especially
the shrouded black Bar jacket and long skirt that opened the show, an homage to Queen
Elizabeth II. (Her presence could also be felt in the predominant midcentury couture
silhouettes, and such regal touches as trains and shoulder drapes.)

There was an heirloom quality to many of the fabrics — faded brocades, tea-stained cotton
faille and jacquard remnants — which heightened the romantic, precious appeal of the
clothes. But there was also plenty for the modern gal, including crisp shirtdresses and
body-hugging dresses with sexy corset bodices.

Backstage, Moralıoğlu noted that he also employed some cutting-edge technologies,
digitally printing an Old Masters ooral motif on a frayed, almost disintegrated fabric
shaped into a car coat. “Like a Dutch painting that was just coming apart,” he enthused.
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